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TASK

READING 
DEVELOPMENT 

SKILL

WRITING 
TASK

WRITING 
DEVELOPMENT 

SKILL
VOCABULARY GRAMMAR

The
Disadvantaged
pp. 5–10

reading a blog 
article

predicting
scanning
summarising

writing a paragraph 
about a local hero 
or leader

planning social 
problems/
issues

quantifiers

Street Food
Around the World
pp. 11–16

reading a blog 
article

scanning
summarising

writing a paragraph drafting food known for/ 
famous for

Home Delivery
pp. 17–22

reading a web 
article

skimming
contextualising

writing a web 
article

planning home delivery all over/ 
throughout/all 
around

Holidaying
pp. 23–28

reading a blog 
article

scanning
inferring

writing a review writing a 
well-developed
paragraph

tourism/
homestay 
holidays

adjectives with 
-ed and -ing
suffixes

Heroes
pp. 29–34

reading a blog 
article

scanning
summarising

writing a paragraph 
and justify ideas

developing 
paragraphs with
examples and/or 
explanations

heroes present perfect 
simple

Shopping
pp. 35–40

reading a blog 
article

predicting
scanning
summarising

writing a product 
review

planning shopping 
online

rather than

Life in the Future
pp. 41–46

reading a blog 
article

skimming
contextualising

writing an opinion 
piece

drafting professions who

Achievements
pp. 47–52

reading an article scanning
summarising

writing a personal 
email

planning acheivements going to

Extra Competences Corner (pp. 53–54)

Meeting
Celebrities
pp. 55–60

reading a how-to 
article

skimming
inferring

writing a how-to 
article

editing social events semicolons 
in compound 
sentences

Communicating
in the Digital Age
pp. 61–66

reading an article predicting
scanning

writing a 
descriptive
paragraph

writing a logical 
and coherent
paragraph

emojis and 
chatting 
online

compared with

New Experiences
pp. 67–72

reading a review predicting
inferring
summarising

writing a paragraph 
with explanation(s) 
and/or examples

planning studying 
abroad

would 
(imagined 
situations)

Generation Gaps
pp. 73–78

reading an 
opinion piece

summarising
contextualising

writing an opinion 
piece

planning digital 
communication

compound 
sentences:
conjunctive 
adverbs

A Helping Hand
pp. 79–84

reading a 
web page

skimming
inferring

writing a paragraph 
with explanation(s) 
and/or examples

planning humanitarian
organisations

during/all
through/over

Globalisation in
the 21st Century 
pp. 85–90

reading a feature 
story

scanning
contextualising

writing a paragraph 
with explanation(s) 
and/or examples

planning globalisation use of 
punctuation in 
compound
sentences

Universal
Celebrations
pp. 91–96

reading an article scanning
summarising

writing a paragraph 
with explanation(s) 
and/or examples

planning celebrations still/until

Life off the Grid
pp. 97–102

reading an article scanning
contextualising

writing a well-
developed paragraph 
with explanation(s)
and/or examples

developing 
paragraphs with
examples and 
explanations

living off the 
grid

means/results 
in/leads to
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Match the pictures (1–8) with the words (a–h).

Warm-Warm-upup

6

a ___ bullied

b ___ slum

c ___ education

d ___ volunteer

e ___ gang

f ___ award

g ___ poor 

h ___ Cart Classroom

New words

 Students will be able to …

1 Reading task: read a blog article.

2 Reading skills:
 2a predicting: predict the topic 
of texts using pictures, titles, headings 
and key words.
 2b scanning: identify details
in texts.
 2c summarising: summarise the  
texs in their own words.

3 Writing task: write a paragraph 
about a local hero or leader.

4 Writing skill – planning: plan 
before drafting by creating main ideas 
and supporting details.

5 Vocabulary: use vocabulary 
related to social problems/issues.

6 Grammar: use quantifiers.

7 Communication:
 7a accurately read aloud texts, 
news, advertisements and short poems 
by observing the principles of reading.
 7b choose/specify the topic, 
main idea, supporting details and 
express opinions about what has been 
heard and read from various types of 
media, as well as provide justifications 
and examples for illustration. 
 7c disseminate/convey to the 
public data, news about the school, 
community and the local area in 
foreign languages.

How is your school different from the one in the picture?
What challenges do students and teachers face in a school 
like this?

CCompetences

THE THE 
DISADVANTAGED

1UNITUNIT

1

7

8
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PPre-reading

 Students will be able to … Students will be able to … Students will be able to … Students will be able to …
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Match the pictures (1–8) with the words (a–h).

___ bulliedbullied



Read the text. 

Cart Classroom’s volunteers use carts which they take into 

the slums. They teach children to read and write, offer simple 

medical aid and help children play with educational toys.

They help children between the ages of 4–12. They usually teach 

60–80 students per lesson. Today the organisation has grown 

to 10,000 volunteers.

Cart Classroom provides students with good things to do so 

they don’t join gangs.

Today, Efren is famous in the Philippines and has been awarded 

the CNN Hero of the Year award.

slums. They teach children to read and write, offer simple 

award.award.award.award.award.award.award.

Efren Peñaflorida Hero of the Slums

Who is he?Who is he?

What does he do?What does he do?

Use the picture to answer the questions. Then, predict 

what the text will be about.

1 Are these children wealthy?

2 Do they go to school?

Reading Skills

Predicting: guess what the text will 
be about before reading it

✓   Use pictures

 Scanning: reading for details 
techniques

✓   Read to find names

✓   Read to find numbers

✓   Read to find times and dates

✓   Read to find places

✓   Read to find things

Summarising: explain the text in 
just a few sentences

✓   Use your own words

RReading

What do you admire about Efren?

We all would like to help the poor but not many of us actually 

do it. Efren Penaflorida is different. This young man does quite 

a lot to help poor children in the Philippines. 

Efren was bullied as a young boy by gangs, so he wanted to find 

a different way of life for teens. At the age of 16, he started a 

group of volunteers, Cart Classroom, to help some poor children 

through education.

bullied as a young boy by gangs, so he wanted to find 

volunteers, Cart Classroom, to help some poor children 

education.

~
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be about before reading it
Predicting:
be about before reading it
Predicting:
be about before reading it
Predicting:Predicting: guess what the text will  guess what the text will 
be about before reading itbe about before reading it

✓

be about before reading itbe about before reading itbe about before reading itbe about before reading itbe about before reading itbe about before reading itbe about before reading itbe about before reading itbe about before reading it
 guess what the text will  guess what the text will  guess what the text will  guess what the text will  guess what the text will  guess what the text will  guess what the text will 
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PPost-reading

Answer these questions.

1 Is there anyone in your country who helps the poor? Who?

______________________________________________________________

2 What does he/she do?

______________________________________________________________

CComprehension

1 Efren helps poor children / teens.

2 Efren lives in the slums / Philippines.

3 Teachers / Gangs bullied Efren when he was young.

4 Efren started CNN / Cart Classroom.

5 Efren’s volunteers teach slum children to push carts / read.

6 Cart Classroom teaches about 80 / 10,000 students per lesson.

7 The volunteers teach children between the ages of 4 / 10 and 12.

8 Efren’s organisation now has 10,000 volunteers / slum children.

Circle the correct word in bold to complete each sentence.A

Summarise the text in your own words. Write at least three sentences.B

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 What does he/she do?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Is there anyone in your country who helps the poor? Who?

 What does he/she do? What does he/she do? What does he/she do? What does he/she do? What does he/she do?
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Use some of the words from the spidergram below and your own ideas 

to answer these questions about them.

A

For each of these, think about a detail/example you can give to show it.B

Quantifiers including some, many and a lot come before nouns to 

describe their quantity (number).

Example: Nina taught some children in the past.

Write some examples you find in the text.

Quantifiers

GGrammar

PPre-writing

Example My hero is kind. She cleans the homes of the elderly in my community.

1 What is my hero like? (character)

_____________________________________________________________

2 What can my hero do? (skills/abilities)

_____________________________________________________________

3 What has my hero done? (achievements)

_____________________________________________________________

Skills & Abilities
• communicates well
• solves problems
• helps others

Hero

Achievements

• raised money for a good cause
• cleaned the neighbourhood
• planted trees
• donated food

Character traits
kind   loyal
smart   considerate
generous  hardworking
honest  creative
brave   polite

Think of someone you know (a relative or friend) or you know of 

(celebrity, etc.) that you think is a hero. 

_____________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________

Example

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

My hero is kind. She cleans the homes of the elderly in my community.
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• planted trees
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• cleaned the neighbourhood
• planted trees
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Skills & Abilities
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_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Example

Do these tasks:

• Study the example below.

• Use the language from the grammar section if possible.

• Use your ideas/language from the pre-writing section.

• Write a paragraph of 45–65 words.

Write a paragraph about your hero. Describe them. Then, describe their 

character and what they have done that makes them a hero to you.

WWriting

My uncle is a hero to me. He is 57 years old and works as 

a doctor. He is very kind and helpful. He is very rich, but he 

spends his Saturdays helping the poor in our community. 

He does a lot for others, for example when people in our 

community are sick, he goes to their homes to help them.

My uncle is a hero to me. He is 57 years old and works as 

a doctor. He is very kind and helpful. He is very rich, but he 

spends his Saturdays helping the poor in our community. 

He does a lot for others, for example when people in our 

community are sick, he goes to their homes to help them.
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Application

Reflection questions

• What details can you add to your writing to make it more believable? Get with 

  another group and share ideas.

•  What other projects is your hero working on?

Project

Discussion

1 Do you agree with these teens? 

2 Discuss your answers in a small group.

Get into groups of four. Think of a hero and something they did that helped others.

In your notebook, describe this hero in a few sentences. Then, explain what he/she 

did to help others.

A hero is someone 
in films like Superman 

or Batman.

I think a hero is someone 
who helps other people 
and the environment.

I think heroes are 
people who act in 

a good way.

Critical thinking

 Discuss these with the whole class.

1 What makes someone a hero?

 2 How can you become a hero yourself?
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Critical thinkingCritical thinkingCCritical thinkingCritical thinkingCritical thinking

Application

ritical thinkingritical thinkingritical thinkingritical thinkingritical thinkingritical thinkingritical thinkingritical thinkingritical thinkingritical thinkingritical thinking

What other projects is your hero working on?
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